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Get Ready to 
Succeed in 2009

The Best Trading Systems AND the Best Education!

Chart Pattern Systems 3.0
Profi table Trading Systems 
       based on Chart Patterns

PLUS! Trading Success 
with OmniTrader
          NEW Seminar Series

NEW!
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Success in a 
Volatile Market

The market forces that came to a head in 2008 were 
unprecedented. We saw bailouts, credit freezes, and 
commodity price defl ation—all happening at once. The 
stock market doesn’t like uncertainty, but fearful markets 
can provide the largest profi ts. (I’ll tell you why shortly.)   

New Strategies for a New Market 
Early in 2008 we released our Chart Pattern Recognition 
Module 3 or CPRM3. This new module divides key patterns 
(like Consolidations) into sub-patterns (Wedges, Rectangles, 
etc.). It also provides new “micro patterns” that often form 
before key breakouts.

Chart Patterns Systems 3.0 is based on the same technology, 
but there is a big difference. Whereas CPRM3 is used to 
visually see patterns in charts, CPS 3.0 is a collection of 
Strategies based on Chart Patterns that can be back-tested
in OmniTrader. And that is precisely what we did!

Impressive Performance
The results are amazing. We tested all 7 CPS 3.0 Strategies 
over 2008 on the S&P 500 and found that several of them 
generated over 70% accuracy (see Strategy Performance Table 
on page 3). And ALL of them were profi table in 2008!!

Most of the trades were Shorts—not surprising since the 
market was dropping through most of 2008.With the recent 
repeal of the “up-tick” rule, short-selling is much easier. 
And in this market, selling the right stocks short at the 
right time can defi nitely “level the playing fi eld” and lead 
to enormous profi ts.

CPS 3.0 has fi lters that help it avoid taking Long trades 
when the market is going down. As the market starts to rally 
again, the Strategies will do just the opposite, automatically 
favoring the Long side.

Chart Patterns are Key!
How is CPS 3.0 able to perform so well in such a volatile 
market environment? Chart Patterns measure the essence 
of market psychology—a solid pattern event is almost always 
followed by a large move.  

DVN generated a number of Fibonacci Retracement Short Signals in 
the latter half of 2008 that were very profi table.

TIE generated several Chart Pattern Signals in the fi rst half of 2008, 
identifying several key reversal points.

NEW!

CPS 
3.0

Finds Profi table Trades in ANY Market!

Here are just a few examples...

“The Signals from CPS 3.0 are fabulous!”  – Jerry S.
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Let us show you how to use Chart 
Patterns to make money in the 
current market environment...
It’s time to engage this market, and CPS 3.0 is the 
perfect tool for the job. Coupled with our Trading 

Success with OmniTrader seminar series (page 4), 
you will have all the tools you need to make 2009 a 
profi table trading year. And, if you order the bundle 
described on page 7, you also get Ed Downs’ Chart 

Pattern Trilogy with your purchase—a special seminar 
in which Ed shows you how to identify the best 
patterns, where to place your stops and more!

CPS 3.0 is 100% Guaranteed!
CPS 3.0 comes with our 100% 90-day Money Back 
Guarantee, so you can try it at absolutely zero risk. 
Once you start prospecting and trading with these 
Signals, you are going to see just how powerful they 
are, and how much they can help your trading in 2009.

Harness the Power 
of Patterns in 2009

Pattern Signals in 2008. This chart shows several powerful Chart Pattern Signals in 2008, including Fibonacci Retrace-
ments, Saucers, Gaps and Resistance Reversals. Given a rich selection of Chart Patterns in the Focus List, you can 
quickly identify the best setups using the techniques Ed Downs shows you in his Chart Patterns Trilogy seminar (pg. 6).

Performance results for all Strategies on the S&P 500 from 
January 1, 2008 through December 31, 2008. 
*APR is the average net Annual Percentage Rate of return for each 
  Strategy, including both winning and losing trades.

EVERY Strategy was Profi table in 2008!
 Strategy Accuracy APR*

Consolidations 66.4% 6.4%

Fibonacci Retracements 73.1% 22.6%

Gaps 70.8% 12.5%

Saucers 73.3% 67.9%

Support/Resistance 69.7% 11.3%

Trend Lines 60.6% 12.4%

Volume Climax 68.5% 27.1%

and Take Charge of Your Financial Future!
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